Singular and plural verbs

Grade 1 Grammar Worksheet

Circle the correct verb:

1) The actor is / are old.

2) Mark and Lennon is / are singing.

3) Your friend is / are sad.

4) The steps is / are slippery.

5) The cushion is / are soft.

6) The pants is / are long.

7) The sweaters is / are warm.

8) The scarves protects / protect you from the cold.

9) The coat is / are short.

10) The shoes is / are black.

Singular subjects use singular verbs:
The girl walks.

Plural subjects use plural verbs:
The girls walk.
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Answers

1) The actor **is** / **are** old.

2) Mark and Lennon **is** / **are** singing.

3) Your friend **is** / **are** sad.

4) The steps **is** / **are** slippery.

5) The cushion **is** / **are** soft.

6) The pants **is** / **are** long.

7) The sweaters **is** / **are** warm.

8) The scarves **protect** you from the cold.

9) The coat **is** / **are** short.

10) The shoes **is** / **are** black.